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Prose in Views

Moncef Mounir

Have you ever looked at your reflection and no-
ticed something? Prose in Views offers insight into
a hectic three-month span in my life when I faced
an unprecedented academic challenge mired with
an unforeseen personal injury.

Most animals cannot recognize their reflec-
tions. As a creature that can, writing for Prose in
Views was an exercise that reflects 14 years of
coming to age. The photographs used for this pro-
ject were all taken in Toronto: one in High Park,
one in my parent’s backyard, and another out of a
local dumpster while I was working temporary
labour. A mixture of text-based art backgrounds
and cheaply edited photography, Prose in Views
strives to encapsulate the evolution of media in the
early 2000s and the effect that technology has had
on expression today.

The poetry itself ventures into topics such as
the nature of mental health treatment, family and
relationship friction, a sense of self, real versus un-
real, and the difficult-to-quantify spiritual condi-
tion of those who suffer from mental illness. Since
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the inception of the series more poems have been
written than are featured in Prose in Views. A few
of these free-form poems have been read to audi-
ences in Toronto at open-mic events such as the
local Shab-e She’r and Art Bar.
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(full visuals follow.)
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Moncef Mounir was
born in rabat Morocco.
He is a poet and visual
artist and the director of
Quaker Kid Productions,
a print media outfit with
various collaborative
chapbook and zine
works. The visual ele-
ments of these pieces
were in collaboration
with Michael Vuong and
owen Bayliss. email:
moncef.mounir
@gmail.com
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